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THE WORLD IS PURE POSSIBILITY




JUST WAITING FOR YOU TO SEE IT
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The World as we knew it is over! Everything feels uncertain, and what comes next cannot 
be seen until we can let go of our limiting views of the past. We have been conditioned to 
see only our respective parts of the puzzle without understanding the whole. Our limiting 
ideas about innovation, investments, institutions and more have fused into our identities, 
and letting go is anything but easy. Yet, this is exactly how life moves forward.  

Visionary leaders like you can lead that charge now, yet the deeper questions of WHY, 
WHAT and HOW still remain. WHY do we still hold on to limiting beliefs that no longer serve 
us? WHAT closes that knowledge to action gap? HOW do we reconnect our technologies 
to transformation, science to art, wealth to wellness, knowledge to wisdom and thoughts to 
feelings for lasting systemic impact?  
These talks and full circle design workshops are about just that. Closing the gap between 
what we think and how nature actually works, so that we can see more, be more and do 
more than we could have ever imagined. With inspirations and strategic support from world 
class creators of emerging technologies such as blockchains, decentralized manufacturing 
and automation, virtual reality, deep learning and more, every possibility for planetary 
prosperity is here, NOW. Ready to ACT/ON your vision to realize it? Excellent. Let’s go.

TALKS+WORKSHOP SERIES FOR VISIONARY PLANETARY LEADERS
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These talks+workshops+training focus on bridging the gap between the end of our unsustainable 
systems and the beginning of regenerative systems empowered with emerging technologies available 
now to make that leap. The following are key themes that integrate leading edge technical possibilities 
with deep understanding on improving the quality of returns for all participants within an organizational 
ecosystem. These topics uniquely combine science+art+metaphysics to transform your conscious 
perspective from intention to innovation, and catalyze visioning workshops. Inspiring and engaging 
leaders from the inside out to ACT/ON the challenges of the NEXT/NOW.

K E Y  P R E S E N T A T I O N  T H E M E S  +  L E A D E R S H I P  T R A I N I N G  M O D U L E S

REAL 
ACT/ON Business

TRUE 
ACT/ON Learning 

MAKE 
ACT/ON Production

FAIR 
ACT/ON Governance

PLAY 
ACT/ON Innovation

LIFE 
ACT/ON WealthSPROUTED BYA C T / O N

SEEING 360˚ IN A 180˚ WORLD 

RAY PODDER



VISIONEER

RAY PODDER
PRESENTED BY

Ray Podder is a designer + strategist dedicated to the evolution of the next sustainable systems. Synthesizing art, science, 
regenerative economics and evolutionary strategy towards reimagining in a world that works for everyone. He works with maverick 
innovators within organizations such as the UN, Google, Amazon and IBM—and also with emerging tech startups, incubators, 
innovation hubs and eco-village communities. Ray has been designing first-of-a-kind experiences for both digital services and global 
brands for decades. He is the founder of GROW, an evolutionary systems think tank, the author of ONE and The UnManifesto, and 
the co-creator of several regenerative economic systems, breakthrough technology brands, and digital innovation patents.    

However, what makes his approach unique, is his personal story of seeking the truth at all costs! To the extent of 
throwing it all away and starting over. He’s experienced both fame and fortune, and also being penniless and homeless by letting go 
of material comforts. Seeing the world from either extremes, within both poor and rich countries has integrated his experience and 
passion into ACT/ON—a full circle co-innovation model for tomorrow’s sustainable systems today. ACT/ON is informed by proven 
on and offline design processes, behavioral, cultural and neuroscience research, and supported by his practical experiences in co-
creating emerging decentralized platforms with blockchain and A.I. These ACT/ON talks and workshops engage participants to see 
beyond the obvious, and open up possibilities to co-produce the next paradigm into visible storylines. Using user experience, 
design and branding techniques to express these stories into user journeys, storyboards, short films, games and/or graphic novels. 
In other words, turning stories into strategies so that an entire community and its business ecology can actualize the next NOW.
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